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Humanitarian demining in post-war areas is gathering the worldwide interst. It is well knownＡｂｓｔｒａｃｔ ｏｆ

thatthedifficulties of demining by human and its time-consuming and expensive processshouldＲｅｓｅａｒｃｈＰｒｏ

be replaced by other demining techniques. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is one of theseｊｅｃｔ

promising techniques. Many researches in the world have carried out research on its application

to demining, however at the same time, we found many technical difficulties. Clutter from the

ground surface roughness and inhomogeneous subsurface material shades targets and

identification of landmines from other targets is difficult. The aim of this research is technical

and scientific approaches to this problem by using an international researchers network and

innovativeradartechnologiesincluding radar polarimetry and interferometry. Inthisresearch,we

will also develop a new bistatic GPR system using a opto-electric sensors, and new algorithms

for landmineidentification andwealsoplanfieldevaluation. The polarimetry and interferometry

radar technologies, which will be developed in this research project, can be used in many

applications. We will investigate the use of the scientific results to subsurface fracture

characterization, detection and identification of geology and buried objects. Also, air borne and

space borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for identification of tree types and environment and

infrastructure observationwillbeimportantapplications.
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